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Aesthetx’s Dr. R. Laurence
Berkowitz, Dr. Amelia K. Hausauer,
and Dr. Kamakshi R. Zeidler
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Aesthetx’s Dr. Amelia K. Hausauer,
Dr. Kamakshi R. Zeidler,
and Dr. R. Laurence Berkowitz

Beauty Inside & Out
An innovative Silicon Valley practice combines plastic surgery and
dermatology to offer patients optimal, timesaving results.
In the fast-paced world of Silicon Valley, time has become one of
the most precious and sought-after commodities. Discovering a
medical practice like Aesthetx is deﬁnitely a game changer for patients looking for reconstructive or aesthetic plastic surgery and
dermatology procedures.
The Aesthetx team is made up of three highly regarded boardcertiﬁed core aesthetic physicians with over 50 years of combined
experience: Dr. Kamakshi R. Zeidler, Dr. R. Laurence Berkowitz, and
Dr. Amelia K. Hausauer. Each has unique strengths and specialties.
Dr. Zeidler is regarded as a leader in the ﬁeld of aesthetic breast
surgery. She is passionate about providing the most beautiful natural result possible for her patients and has served as lead investigator on a number of clinical trials developing devices to improve
the process of reconstructive and aesthetic breast surgery. Dr.
Zeidler’s commitment to bringing new technologies and advanced
techniques to breast surgery has also helped countless women with
breast cancer restore their physical beauty and conﬁdence.
Renowned for his mastery of rhinoplasty, Dr. Berkowitz has
been in private practice in the Valley for 35 years. He speaks around
the globe on the latest technology and plastic surgery techniques
and is noted for having been one of the ﬁrst surgeons in the United
States to utilize high-frequency power tools for precision reshaping
of the nose in 2006. “This new technology has dramatically changed
the rhinoplasty procedure,” said Dr. Berkowitz. “It not only enables
more control and precision to intricately shape the structures of the
nose, but the surgery can be done without harming the nearby tissues, resulting in decreased bruising and a faster recovery process.”
The newest member of the Aesthetx team is Director of Dermatology Dr. Hausauer—an innovator in the ﬁeld of minimally invasive procedural dermatology and skincare focused on the latest
technological advances and treatments in that ﬁeld. Regarded as a
rising star in the world of PRP (platelet rich plasma) and microneedling, Dr. Hausauer has spearheaded several research trials on these
subjects and is serving as the principal investigator on a PRP study
exploring the treatment of male and female pattern hair loss.

In working together, the Aesthetx physicians are able to provide
their patients with access to customized care with comprehensive consultations and a combined strategy on how to approach
each case.
Notes Dr. Hausauer, “Our faces and bodies change on many different levels—it's not just the surface but everything from the outside in—so achieving subtle but profound results involves knowing
the full spectrum of procedures: reﬁll, relax, resurface, redrape, rebuild. That’s why collaboration is so exciting. We see it as the future
of aesthetic medicine.”
With both plastic surgery and dermatology specialties, patients
have access to a wide variety of treatments targeting medical conditions of the skin and soft tissue, as well as procedures designed to
aesthetically enhance the face and body. “For example,” adds Dr.
Zeidler, “when a patient is undergoing a surgical procedure for the
breast or face, Dr. Hausauer can also perform procedures including
deep laser treatments for the décolletage or face. The beneﬁt is the
patient only needs to undergo anesthesia once and the recovery is
simultaneous, allowing for a quicker return to normal activities.”
The Aesthetx doctors tailor everything speciﬁcally for each patient
and this level of collaboration allows for highly coordinated care
and the ability to care for their patients in a deeply personal way.
Dr. Zeidler notes, “Having plastic surgery and dermatology combined in a single practice has been a dream come true, and we are
all thrilled with how coordinated our procedures are for our busy
and discerning Silicon Valley clientele.”
Aesthetx also offers a wide range of innovative nonsurgical services that have demonstrated results, such as Botox and other facial
injectables, body contouring, MiraDry, and CoolSculpting. These
popular treatments provide noticeable results with very little to no
recovery time.
Now that’s a thing of beauty. 
Aesthetx, 3803 South Bascom Avenue, Suite 100, Campbell.
408.559.7177. www.aesthetx.com
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IMPROVING AWARENESS

7th Annual

BRA DAY

This month in Silicon Valley, thought leaders
from medicine, sports, and fashion will unite
for an inspiring event focusing on breast
cancer education.
An estimated 266,120 new breast cancer
cases are expected to be diagnosed by the
end of 2018, yet less than half of these
women will be offered breast reconstruction surgery, notes Dr. Kamakshi Zeidler,
board-certiﬁed plastic surgeon and one of a
few Bay Area women formally trained in advanced breast reconstruction. To improve
awareness and bolster education, Zeidler, a
co-founder of Silicon Valley’s Aesthetx,
launched the ﬁrst BRA (Breast Reconstruction Awareness) event back in 2011. Since
then, it’s grown into an educational fundraising event that beneﬁts Cancer CAREpoint, a nonproﬁt organization providing
personalized counseling, assistance, resources, and education to all Silicon Valley
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Dr. R. Laurence Berkowitz,
Dr. Kamakshi R. Zeidler,
Brandi Chastain, Dr. Pamela
Munster, and Dr. Amelia
Hausauer at last year’s event.

Center for BRCA Research and author of
Twisting Fate: My Journey with BRCA—from
Breast Cancer Doctor to Patient and Back,
will give an intriguing update on the latest
technology, research, and advancements in
reconstruction and breast cancer, speciﬁcally around the BRCA gene mutation.
“With one in 400 women carrying BRCA
gene mutations, an increasing amount of
women are now considering breast
reconstruction
surgery,” relates Dr.
Azadeh Riaz,
Munster. “I am very excited to be colDr. Munster,
Dr. Hausauer,
laborating with Dr. Zeidler, who is so
and Dr. Zeidler
passionate about raising awareness
on this issue and helping women discover all of the options available to
them when discovering they carry this
genetic mutation.”
The event will also feature leading
companies such as Allergan and Sientra that will demonstrate some of the
latest technological advancements.
Adding to the fun of BRA Day 2018 will
be Olympic and World Cup Champion
Brandi Chastain and fashion designer Azadeh Riaz. Chastain and Riaz will serve as
celebrity judges for the bra-decorating
contest. BRA Day 2018 will also showcase
cancer patients, families, and caregivers.
a video from a recent photo shoot featuring
Set to take place at the Silicon Valley
breast cancer survivors styled by Riaz sharCapital Club on October 11 from 6 – 8PM,
ing their personal journeys.
BRA Day 2018 will focus on the education
“There’s a natural synergy between plasand support of women dealing with breast
tic surgery and fashion design,” says Riaz.
cancer, with a particular emphasis on Dr.
“Dr. Zeidler and I have a shared language
Zeidler’s BRCA (breast cancer gene) patients.
and passion when it comes to making woThe doctor relates, “BRA Day 2018 provides
men feel conﬁdent and comfortable. I’m
an opportunity to educate the community
honored to support this cause and help
about breast cancer and genetic mutations
style these brave and inspiring women who
that put women at risk for breast cancer. My
radiate beauty both inside and out.” 
patients truly inspire me with the courage
they show throughout their journeys, and I
Registration to attend BRA Day 2018 is $30 per
person and participation in the BRA decorating
love seeing how reconstruction helps recontest is $60. Proceeds from the event will go
store their physical beauty and conﬁdence.”
to Cancer CAREpoint. For more information,
In addition to a presentation by Zeidler,
call or email Ariane Chapple at 408.402.6285
or ariane@cancercarepoint.org.
Dr. Pamela Munster, head of the UCSF

877 West Fremont Avenue, Suite I-2, Sunnyvale | 650.964.4867 | www.provinespcfi.com

At the Peninsula Center for Implantology, Dr. Joe A. Provines delivers specialized care to strengthen, protect, and beautify
smiles. As a skilled periodontist and implantologist, Dr. Provines offers gum disease therapy, dental implants, and esthetic
surgical services to optimize oral health and beauty. For over thirty years, residents of the Peninsula and surrounding areas
have benefitted from Dr. Provines’ skill, dedication, and unwavering attention to detail. Give us a call today for a consultation.
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Lisa Sobrato Sonsini,
Barbara Williams,
and Rick Williams

Mary Leonard
and Harvey Cohen
Marian Scheuer Sofaer, Gina and Lorne Rosenfield, Shana Penn, Tad, Dianne,
and Sean Taube, Bernadette Lamothe, Gus Panos, and Abe Sofaer

John
Sobrato

SPIRIT OF GIVING

For the Kids
Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital
at Stanford recently dedicated
two new pavilions in honor of some
of Silicon Valley’s most generous
philanthropists.
In August, the Sobrato and Taube families were honored at the
dedication and ribbon cutting for the Susan and John A. Sobrato
Pavilion and the Tad and Dianne Taube Pavilion at Lucile Packard
Children’s Hospital Stanford. Friends and family gathered to celebrate these two visionary philanthropic families who made the
largest individual gifts to build and open the children’s hospital’s
new main building.
“To both the Sobrato and Taube families, I want to personally
thank you,” noted Jennie Briend, whose 6-year-old son, Tyler, has
been a lifelong patient at Packard Children’s. “Without your generosity and support, our family, and so many others, would not
have a place to call home. We are forever grateful.”

Jeff, Leann, Susan, and John Sobrato with
Sheri Sobrato Brisson, Eric Brisson,
Lisa Sobrato Sonsini, and Matthew Sonsini

Tad Taube and Chris Dawes

Bernadette Lamothe, Gus
Panos, and Sean Taube
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munity health. She went on to receive graduate degrees at both Stanford and UC Berkeley
and then worked elsewhere for several years,
but she remained closely connected to the program. When Ned was preparing to retire her
post, she presented Shorter with a tantalizing
proposal. “When Judith was moving on, she
asked me to think about returning to SMYSP
and it was a very easy decision,” Shorter says.
“This isn’t a summer camp, or a summer job
for our counselors. We support the students
above and beyond their academics, growing
their conﬁdence, growing their leadership.”
To accomplish that, SMYSP follows a mentoring and team approach to learning and encourages peer teaching. Participants support one another, rather than compete against
each other or compare test scores. Students also attend workshops
focusing on networking and public speaking, and receive coaching
in essay and resume writing and college admission counseling.
Of course, academics are a key component of the ﬁve-week program. Students participate in laboratory workshops, attend lectures
by Stanford faculty and medical professionals, and complete a hospital internship. The experience is challenging and eye-opening, says
program alum Erik Cabral, MD, a San Jose native who went on to become a Mohs surgeon and board-certiﬁed dermatologist at the California Skin Institute in Santa Rosa and Castro Valley. Through his
1994 SMYSP internship, he recalls, “I was able to see the beauty
of patient care ﬁrsthand . . . SMYSP laid a strong foundation for my
medical career by exposing me to examples of how to use my education for the betterment of my community and patients in need.”
Of the 700-plus individuals who have graduated from the program over the past 30 years, nearly 100% have completed high
school and more than 80% have gone on to graduate from a four-

Scrubs, Science,
& Soul Searching

For 30 years, an unassuming free summer
program at Stanford has held up a mirror
to low-income Bay Area high schoolers,
helping them see their potential.
STORY BY ROBIN HINDERY // PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICAELA GO

For teenagers from low-income backgrounds with little if any exposure to college, the idea of a Stanford education may seem dauntingly out of reach. But that’s exactly what two-dozen Bay Area
students receive for ﬁve weeks each summer as part of the Stanford
Medical Youth Science Program, or SMYSP.
The program, which celebrates its 30th anniversary this year, targets bright, motivated Bay Area students from underrepresented
minority groups who are interested in exploring careers in health
and medicine. Its aim is to increase the diversity of the medical ﬁeld,
but even more than that to show its participants what they are capable of and give them the tools to navigate life after high school.
“When I got to Stanford, I was from a farm, my dad was a janitor,”
recalls program founder Marilyn Winkleby, PhD, now a professor
emerita of medicine at the Stanford Prevention Research Center. “I
felt like, ‘I don’t belong. I’m not smart enough.’”
Program Director Alivia Shorter was the ﬁrst in her own family
to go to college. After meeting her predecessor, Judith Ned, during
her sophomore year as a Stanford undergrad, she served as an
SMYSP residential counselor and discovered the ﬁeld of com170 | GENTRY HEALTH | OCTOBER 2018

year college, according to SMYSP’s own internal tracking. In addition, more than half of the program alums, like Cabral, have entered the health professions either immediately or after pursuing
advanced graduate degrees.
Those statistics were hard earned by Winkleby, Shorter, and
other staff and supporters over the years. Winkleby still vividly
recalls SMYSP’s inception, after two Stanford pre-med students,
Michael McCullough and Mark Lawrence, approached her in 1987
seeking faculty support and ﬁnancing for their idea for a free program targeting low-income Northern California high schoolers.
Given Winkleby’s own background, she immediately embraced
their vision, secured grants, and recruited seven students from East
Palo Alto schools to come to campus in the summer of 1988.
In the ensuing years, ﬁnancial support has come from Stanford
University, Stanford School of Medicine, the Edmund W. Littleﬁeld
Foundation, and steadfast individual donors such as Stanford Graduate School of Business alum Leo Hindery, Jr., who supplied
$900,000 toward SMYSP’s endowment. (Disclaimer: Leo Hindery
is my father.)
After operating as a stand-alone program for many years,
SMYSP is now housed under Stanford’s Pre-Collegiate Studies division, which serves more than 3,000 students per year in grades
1 – 12. The “support structures” that come with being part of PreCollegiate Studies have been a huge boost, Shorter says.
However, the next three decades are in no way guaranteed, Winkleby cautions. “We’re far from self-sustaining,” she says, noting that
she hopes to see the $1 million endowment double in the coming
years. “It’s increasingly hard to keep programs like ours going, because money goes to scaling up, increasing size, doing new things.
It’s harder to get money for a program just to sustain.”
In other words, a program that spends its time and money fulﬁlling its original core mission, focusing on substance over ﬂash, is
often at risk of being overlooked.

Not that the program hasn’t evolved; in fact, since Shorter has
been involved, SMYSP has increasingly emphasized researching
health disparities, asking its students to examine questions such as,
“What are the social determinants of health issues?” and, “What are
the upstream preventative approaches?” Shorter continues, “We
don’t want to simply train future doctors. We want to train doctors
who are passionate about their communities and have the skills to
change things at a community level.”
Another recent change is an effort by program staff to address
students’ anxiety about applying to college. “Something we’ll do
new this year is have quarterly refreshing conferences and workshops for them,” Shorter explains. “We have rising juniors and seniors in the program, so for students who are now going into their
senior year, we’ll be bringing them back to campus. This isn’t just
about helping with applications, but also focusing on, once you’re
admitted, how do you set yourself up for success?”
It is that kind of caring, individualized approach that cements
SMYSP’s place as a crucial support system for students whose potential might otherwise have gone unrealized. For his part, Cabral
remains actively involved with the program he credits with setting
him on track for a career that once seemed wildly out of reach. He
attended Stanford for college and medical school, serving as an
SMYSP staff member and mentor, and he supports its ongoing
efforts both ﬁnancially and by volunteering his time.
“In 1994, I did not see any connection between education and
my future,” he says. “I did not have any positive role models in my
life. I did not see my life past the age of 21. My neighborhood in
San José was ﬁlled with violence and I did not see a way out of poverty. SMYSP gave me hope for the future and provided me with
solid educational skills and mentors to guide me through my path
to become a physician.”
“Without SMYSP,” he says simply, “I certainly would not be
where I am today.” 
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BEAUTY

LOOK & FEEL YOUR BEST

Red-Carpet Ready!
Beauty expert and CEO of La Belle Day Spas
and Salons Bella Schneider offers tips on how
to look and feel fantastic for special events.
Getting red-carpet ready takes more than a
few hours of preparation. While makeup
can cover up ﬂaws such as dark circles and
blemishes, it’s safe to say we would rather
not have to rely on it. Wouldn’t you rather
have ﬂawless skin to begin with? Taking
care of your skin leads to a healthier and
younger looking you! The following are
ways to look glamorous year-round:
Skincare Treatments
There are numerous skincare treatments,
but if you are preparing for a big event, we
recommend facials, peels, microdermabrasion, injectables, and self-tanners.
A facial promotes healthy blood circulation, and with the care of a trained specialist, your pores open up, blackheads and
whiteheads are eliminated, and the skin is
tightened. Additionally, a facial can eradicate dark eye circles.
Chemical peels are great for rejuvenating the skin. They improve tone and texture, and balance out pigmentation. Those
who undergo a peel see a dramatic decrease
in acne as well as any previous scarring.
A microdermabrasion treatment typically targets the face. Patients see a reduction in blackheads and other forms of acne.
Anti-aging beneﬁts are also found, as ﬁne
lines and wrinkles are minimized.
With injectables being the most invasive on this list, we urge those considering
treatment to determine which type is best
for them. Injectables can target areas such

as the forehead, cheeks, chin, lips, and even
earlobes. Reasons for treatment are typically for wrinkle reduction and plumpness.
Those with lighter skin tones can beneﬁt from a self-tanner. Treatments include
spray tans, airbrushing, and creams for athome use. Instead of risking long-term sun
damage, the ingredients used in these treatments and products yield positive results.
Pro-Tip: Before you consider booking
an appointment for a treatment, allow
yourself ample time before your event so
as to avoid redness, peeling, puffiness, etc.
Hair Care
Before an event, don’t make drastic changes
to your appearance . . . especially your hair!
Why? Your new look may not photograph
well. There’s a chance that it will contrast
with your skin—a new color can wash you
out. Maintenance is vital when preparing
for a special occasion. A new hair color/cut
keeps you looking put-together and fresh.
For those who opt out of a color and cut,
a simple blowout is the best option. Putting
your hair into the hands of a professional is
beneﬁcial, and these experts are familiar
with what photographs well and the styles
that will look best with your face shape. Go
in a week before your event to test-run a
style. This way, you can ensure that you and
your stylist are on the same page.
Daily Facial Maintenance
Taking care of your skin may be time-con-

suming, but when you are delivered with
radiant-looking skin, it’s worth it. The following are a few products that should be
used on a daily or weekly basis.
It’s best to start using an eye cream at a
young age, but starting now is never too
late! A good eye cream will reduce ﬁne
lines and wrinkles around your eyes and
will prevent more from manifesting.
We’ve all heard the myth that oils are
bad for our faces . . . not true! Providing skin
with healthy oils actually beneﬁts us. The
ingredients in facial oils target pores and
work on cleansing the innermost skin layers, leading to younger looking skin.
Using a daily moisturizer keeps our skin
in check. Not only are we provided with a
healthy-looking sheen, but moisturizers
can prevent acne and dry spots.
Sunscreen should be applied after your
daily moisturizer as the SPF essentially prevents other skincare products from penetrating into the skin. Protecting your skin
from the sun’s rays is the most crucial reason why SPF should always be at your side.
It is essential to cleanse your face at the
end of the day. Dirt and oils build up, and
it’s not something we want to sleep on. A
cleanser rids us of this unwelcome grime.
Healthy Lifestyle
To maintain a healthy lifestyle, one must
start at the beginning of every day. Upon
waking, do some breathing exercises, brush
your teeth, and get to your morning facial
regimen. You will look and feel healthy!
It’s important to be aware of what you
put into your body. Water should be consumed daily—at least eight glasses. Stray
from processed foods, trans fats, alcohol,
and meals high in sugar or saturated fats.
Keeping a balanced diet will reduce bloating and provide energy.
Exercise a few days every week. Doing
cardio is a great way to bring our heart rate
up, while lifting weights helps to build and
tone muscle.
If you maintain a healthy lifestyle every
day, you won’t worry the week before a big
event about getting in shape—because you
will already be red-carpet ready! 
—BELLA SCHNEIDER
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We’re there...

...For all the Milestones
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A SENSE OF PURPOSE

Secrets to a Long, Healthy Life
Similarities among centenarians, and advice for following their lead.
There is a fascinating ritual that often occurs when someone turns
100. The newspaper sends a reporter to ask the centenarian, “What
is your secret of long life?” What makes it fascinating is that the respondents don’t know. Often they make something up, e.g., eating
broccoli. When Diane Sawyer on ABC News asked 98-year-old Beatrice Wood how she managed to live so long, she replied, “Chocolate
and young men.” Sounds a lot like George Burns attributing his longevity to young women or his quip about eating junk food—“at my
age I need all the preservatives I can get.”
When we look at vital centenarians as a group, however, their secrets become obvious. Physically, they have little in common. Most
don’t smoke and they typically maintain a fairly constant weight
throughout their lives. They are physically active people, but that is
a lifestyle choice. That’s about where the similarities end.
Their single biggest secret is that they all have a strong sense of
purpose in their lives. That was easier for many of them than for us.
They grew up in a time when people often worked for the same employer or even at the same job for their whole career. Marriage was
till death do us part and religion provided a strong sense of identity.
Now we have so many choices and so many things are negotiable.
Many people move to other cities to pursue education or jobs.
People often have to reinvent their careers. More than half of marriages end in divorce.
When we don’t have a sense of purpose, we become vulnerable
to depression, despair, and illnesses. We lose our spark and vitality
and argue with our alarm clocks about getting up in the morning.
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At any time in your life, if you don’t have a strong sense of purpose,
ﬁnding one needs to be a very high priority. As Elizabeth KüblerRoss relates, “All events are blessings given to us to learn from.”
There are some other traits that distinguish vital centenarians.
They are independent and self-reliant people. They view life as too
precious to fret about what others think. For example, when they
go to a doctor, they decide for themselves whether the doctor’s advice makes sense.
They are optimists and have a positive outlook on life. They tend
to foster fond memories and let bad memories wither. Consequently, they tend to have twice as many fond memories as negative memories. They let go of resentments. They also have a good
sense of humor. Finally, they have good coping skills for dealing
with change and with loss.
What I ﬁnd encouraging about these traits is that they are all
learnable and are all choices. If I am tempted to say I’m too old to
learn something new, I just think of George Dawson. Mr. Dawson
was an African-American who dropped out of elementary school to
help on the farm. When he was 98 years old he decided he was “tired
of writing my name with an X” and went to adult education classes
and learned to read. At 102 he co-wrote his autobiography, Life is
So Good. If he can learn to read at 98, can you really convince yourself that you’re too old to learn something new?  —MICHAEL BRICKEY
Dr. Michael Brickey is President of the Ageless Lifestyles Institute and
author of Defy Aging and 52 Baby Steps to Grow Young. For more
information, visit www.drbrickey.com.
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